One of the most hotly debated issues in contemporary academic science is the tension between open scientific inquiry and the privatisation of knowledge through intellectual property. Nowhere is this tension more obvious than in the life sciences, where academic research and industrial R&D have become intermingled. This paper examines the open science approach employed in the research field of structural genomics, giving rise to specific arrangements to organise the production and dissemination of knowledge. Features of the structural genomics approach are identified and discussed as they relate to the characteristics of the field and more generally to scientific activity.
Introduction
One of the most hotly debated issues in science policy is the tension between open scientific inquiry and the privatisation of knowledge through intellectual property (IP). A varied literature has emerged examining this issue from multiple disciplinary perspectives. 2 In essence, this literature highlights how the conditions shaping academic science over the past generation have contributed to the increasing appropriation of research findings, methods, and tools by individuals and organisations, challenging the public ethos of science. Most obviously, firms sponsoring university research might create obstacles for the prompt dissemination of valuable knowledge. Universities too have become more aggressive in ascertaining their rights over the IP they generate, in many cases responding to deliberate government policy. 3 There are growing concerns that this slows down the advancement of science and technological innovation. 4 Reactions to these trends are apparent in movements to guard, restore, and expand the openness of science. Open science models have been proposed recently by various groups, including advocates of the "open access" and "open source" movements, scholars, and even biomedical and biotechnology companies. 5 Maurer, 6 acknowledging various related ideas and concepts, defines open science as comprehending "(a) full, frank, and timely publication of results, (b) absence of intellectual property restrictions, and (c) radically increased pre-and post-publication transparency of data, activities, and deliberations within research groups." Such models have been advanced and advocated in a range of fields, including astrophysics, biology, geology, neuroscience, and physics. This paper approaches and contributes to this debate from a perspective rooted in the sociology of science and institutional analysis. 7 Critical to this perspective is how institutionally embedded actors deal with competing and often conflicting ideas about appropriate ways of organising scientific production. Scientists in fields at the forefront of entrepreneurial activity face hybrid norms, values, and incentives.
Commercial and academic orientations combine to create novel ideas about scientific activity and ways of organising research. Against this background, the contemporary debate around open science is seen as evidence of contestation and innovation arising from evolving ideas about scientific work and underlying practices. 8 This paper examines how the emerging structural genomics research community elaborated and promoted specific arrangements for open science over the past decade. Structural genomics is a particular high-throughput approach to describe the threedimensional (3D) structure of every protein encoded by a given genome, which is considered a critical step for research related to drug development. There is thus a strong nexus between science and innovation permeating research policy, industrial R&D strategies, and scientific activity in genomics. By taking a historical case study approach, this paper traces the development of practices that now inform structural genomics centres and consortia around the world. The context and arguments that contributed to the shaping of structural genomics as a scientific field are identified, as they are intertwined with the idea of promoting openness in scientific discovery. As such, the case of structural genomics suggests potentially valuable avenues for the organisation of the open production and dissemination of knowledge.
Theoretical approach
Contemporary sociological understanding of science is fundamentally informed by Merton's work. 9 He famously proposed that science is (or should be) shaped by the norms of communalism, universalism, disinterestedness and organised scepticism. Scientists are driven towards discovery and recognition by peers, and only the open dissemination of new knowledge can led to career advancement. Such orientation is fundamentally different from the economic logics guiding industrial research, where profit is pursued through the appropriation of research results. These ideal-typical characterisations have long provided useful markers for the sociological study of science, but they do not capture the diversity in research practices and cultures across space and time. The generic orientations of academics have long interacted with local concerns, interests, and traditions to produce diverse institutional cultures and settings. 10 Conceptually, this paper considers the role of actors in scientific fields in the interpretation, adaptation, modification, and/or enactment of organisational models for scientific activity. Scientific actors in the life sciences are viewed as holding a heterogeneous set of normative views, values, and assumptions about the nature of science and the production and dissemination of knowledge. Multiple, sometimes competing institutional logics are at play -sets of "material practices and symbolic constructions" that constitute organising principles for scientific production and which are available to organisations and individuals to elaborate.
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This is evident in the interplay between the open dissemination of knowledge and commercial objectives in the life sciences, where academic research and industrial R&D have become intermingled. 12 The life sciences have been described as a "new world" in which the traditional models of public and private science no longer accurately reflect research practices in either academic or corporate settings. 13 The distinction between the disinterested orientation to the advancement of public knowledge and entrepreneurial pursuits has become quaint, as university researchers and industrial scientists combine both sets of objectives. 14 Institutional entrepreneurs are those actors that actively promote particular ideas and organising principles through individual and collective action. They mobilise symbolic and material resources to garner support for new ways of organising scientific work. At the individual level, the model of the "scientist-entrepreneur" has been assimilated into universities, where engagement with patenting, spin-off companies, and corporations is balanced with professors' academic responsibilities. 15 Institutional entrepreneurship may involve the creation of "new organisational models and policies that change the direction and flow of organisational activity". 16 That is evidenced in the life sciences by hybrid organisational and work arrangements combining elements of both public and private, shaped by shifting research funding patterns, new research techniques, and evolving organisational settings. 17 The institutional context of the life sciences has generated debate and contestation. Consider the mounting concerns about expansive patenting practices in academic science. In the US in particular, where IP rights have expanded since the 1980s, an aggressive patenting regime has taken hold. Universities' approach to technology transfer has in many respects been shaped by the growth of the patent-driven field of biotechnology, which represents a growing share of academic patents. 18 Increasingly expansive patenting practices have led to IP claims on research tools and even basic scientific knowledge. The growing pursuit of academic patents has raised the spectre of a reduction in the free exchange of publicly available scientific knowledge. Many have criticised this trend, pointing to the costs and barriers it creates for both scientific research and corporate innovation. 19 Heller and Eisenberg 20 describe an "anticommons" scenario in the life sciences -a situation in which knowledge is underused because numerous IP owners can block each other. This is clearly unfavorable to traditional scientific practice in academic settings; there are indeed growing fears about secrecy in university research. 21 Moreover, patent thickets (multiple overlapping IP rights) can be obstacles for firms seeking to commercialise new products. 22 Initiatives to counter this trend have had multiple targets, including IP laws and regulations, university technology transfer policies and practices, and the behaviours of scientists. 23 The movement around open source is an example of institutional entrepreneurship. The open source approach is associated with non-restrictive types of licences and distributed modes of collaborations for product development. The idea of open source emerged in the 1980s in the software development community as a reaction to the growing commercialisation of software based on restrictive ownership and licensing practices. 24 The Open Source Initiative was established as an advocacy organisation to promote free software, explicitly working towards building the institution of ope source licensing. From the start, the field of genomics was mentioned as an example n where open source principles would be especially beneficial. 25 Proponents of open source seek to expand traditional practices of research sharing and dissemination through special licensing arrangements and public databases that facilitate archiving and dissemination of information among researchers and potential users. 26 Many suggest that the idea of making fundamental information (such as software code) available to all potential users and innovators might be replicated in the life sciences. Bioinformatics has been a natural testing ground for the translation of open source models into biology, triggering several research initiatives. 27 
Journals such as PLoS
Biology have employed open access principles, and the US National Institutes of Health has implemented a public access policy governing the publication of research supported by the agency. Furthermore, open access to scientific information is increasingly seen as a promising opportunity for the scientific community to accelerate research discovery in life sciences. 28 Below, this paper examines how open science ideas and practices have been employed in the structural genomics community over the last decade. High expectations about the commercial value of research breakthroughs and close university-industry ties are de rigueur in genomics research. 29 Some assert that genomics is a "powerful new wave of health-related life sciences … energized by the human genome project and the knowledge and tools it is spawning". 30 The relevance of genomic information for drug discovery and development places the field at the intersection of scientific advance and technological development, highlighting the need for mechanisms to ensure the openness of research.
Proteins, drugs, and the making of a research field
For over four decades, structural biology research has examined the shape of proteins, which play critical roles in human health and diseases. 31 A protein structure exhibits the arrangement of the protein's atoms, showing their design. This in turn indicates the normal functions of a protein, and how changes in form can cause illnesses. With the genome sequencing projects conducted in the 1980s and 1990s, a wealth of data on human genomes was made available, enabling more concerted research efforts to decipher the structure of human proteins. Knowledge gained from individual structures has impacted drug discovery, but only a fraction of new drugs has been developed through the systematic use of such data. 32 Companies engaged in drug development, which is a costly endeavor with a high failure rate, are thus obvious beneficiaries from a better understanding of protein structures. 33 Some see the potential for comprehensive data on proteins structures to lead drug R&D towards a more directed and efficient process of discovery and design. 34 Nonetheless, deciphering the shape of proteins is technically demanding, requiring painstaking efforts from research teams to generate useful three-dimensional structures. 35 Technological advances in the 1990s have facilitated such work, making it faster and cheaper, although still laborious. Moreover, this research is not based on hypothesis testing, but on diligent problem solving that enables further scientific puzzles to be formulated. Added to the difficulty of the task, researchers may thus not have the incentives to commit time and resources to this endeavor independently. By the late 1990s, less than 200 structures were deciphered annually, of which a tiny fraction was of human proteins. 36 With genome sequence data available, scientists, government research agencies, multinational companies, and private foundations involved in genomics research in many countries started to promote more systematic efforts in this area. 37 Advocates of structural genomics noted that without dedicated support, attention to deciphering protein structures was scattered and intermittent, and scientific rewards for this activity were questionable. For these reasons, proponents mobilised to call for collaborative and team science approaches to generating the scale and scope of expertise needed to advance research in the field. 38 In the USA, the National Institute of General Medical Sciences (NIGMS) of the National Institutes of Health (NIH) and the Department of Defense were early sponsors of pilot projects. In 1999, NIGMS launched the Protein Structure Initiative in the US. Japan, Canada, and Germany had initiated pilot projects by 1998, and were joined by other countries including Sweden, France, Italy, China, Brazil, Israel and Japan by the turn of the century. 39 Structural genomics research expanded as governmental funding agencies and private foundations moved to support long-range research programs in the 2000s (Table 1) . The USA was home to the most expansive efforts; through the Protein Structure Initiative, the NIGM provided support for the creation of inter-institutional research centres in 2000. The first wave of investments totalled around $341 million to support nine centres for five years. 40 In 2005, a second phase of the initiative renewed commitments to some of the initial units and supported five additional centres. A clear division of labour took shape among centres of different types, with some units focusing on research technologies and methodologies. Foreign institutions were also enlisted as collaborators. A total of $325 million was allocated to the 14 centres.
Japan, Canada and several European countries also developed large structural genomics centres over the decade. Japan established Protein 3000, a five-year initiative to decipher 3,000 protein structures. Most of the work, and half of the funds, was allocated to the RIKEN research institute, and specific target lists were addressed by other laboratories. 41 In Germany, the Protein Structure Factory spun off of the German Human Genome Project to be a pioneering project in Europe. The Oxford Protein Production Facility in Oxford, UK and the Genopoles in France followed. 42 The European Union funded a major collaboration involving up to 20 research institutions in 2002, the Structural Proteomics in Europe (SPINE) project, which was succeeded by SPINE2 in 2006. 43 In Canada, the Montreal-Kingston Bacterial Structural Genomics Initiative and the Ontario Centre for Structural Proteomics were created early in the decade. Another major project co-hosted in Canada, the Structural Genomics Consortium (SGC), was established by a transnational coalition of funding agencies and pharmaceutical companies. 44 Research sites were established in 2004 at the University of Toronto and the University of Oxford, and a year later the Karolinska Institutet joined the consortium with the backing of Swedish sponsors.
These efforts in North America, Europe, and Japan concentrated resources on large programmes, organised as centres or consortia involving investigators from multiple institutions. The large investments in structural genomics initiatives created a double challenge for research centres over the decade. The first was to meet the expectations created by proponents of the structural genomics of generating protein shapes efficiently. It involves focusing on organising protein sequences into families, selecting targets within those families, deciphering their three-dimensional structure employing X-ray crystallography or NMR spectroscopy, and finally building models from those structures to examine other similar proteins. Structural genomics uses high-throughput methods to decipher a large number of proteins structures in a systematic manner, as opposed to isolating individual proteins and focusing on them. By seeking economies of scale, this approach promised to lower the costs of identifying protein shapes, which may run at around $100,000 per protein. 45 The rise and establishment of a scientific field is a dynamic social process, resulting from complex processes of negotiation, conflict and competition. 46 Rather than simply representing the "natural" unfolding of intellectual developments, research fields may emerge out of protracted struggles between competing groups over intellectual territory. As resources are scarce, already established fields contested rising scientific endeavours in structural genomics. Thus, the second challenge f research community was to justify the scientific value of their achievements v traditional structural biology, particularly in light of the substantial investments made in structural genomics initiatives. Structural biologists question the fundamental premise of structural genomics as a distinctive field: the utility and desirability of engaging in large-scale discovery of protein shapes.
or the is-à-vis 47 The structural genomics community acknowledges these concerns, and calls for greater exchange with the biosciences, but has defended its discovery-oriented approach as generating both significant new knowledge and technical advances. 48 These discussions reflect the perspectives of contending scientific approaches, in light of the voluminous resources invested on structural genomics centres over the decade. Alongside these debates, the structural genomics initiatives sparked a considerable amount of research, carried out according to open science principles and practices across research centres around the world.
An Open Science Approach
The NIH, the UK medical charity the Wellcome Trust, and the Japanese Ministry of Science were key agents in coalescing the international structural genomics community. They sponsored scientific meetings in the early 2000s, bringing together researchers and sponsors from North America, Japan and Europe. 49 At the first international meeting held at the Wellcome Trust's Genome Campus in 2000, a diverse range of participants deliberated on critical foundational issues for the nascent research community. Those included overarching research goals, the boundaries of the field and the promotion of international cooperation. Considering that the audience included scientists, funding agencies, and pharmaceutical companies, it comes as no surprise that the discussion also centred upon ways "to ensure the openness" of research, and "the relationship to industrial activities". 50 The need for shared principles for dealing with intellectual property came to the forefront as one of the main issues in the debate. 51 It was agreed that the primary goal of structural genomics is to generate publicly available data and tools to support further scientific and technological advances. The role of biomedical innovations from this knowledge base was duly noted in the 2000 conference; "Raw fundamental data ... should be made freely available to researchers everywhere. However, intellectual property protection for inventions based on these can play an important role in stimulating the development of important new health care projects. Policies should be established to permit an appropriate balance between these goals".
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From the very start, actors in the structural genomics community were well aware of the nexus between science and drug discovery. Negotiating the balance between these activities became one of the focal points of the emerging research community.
The second international meeting held in Airlie, Virginia in 2001 consolidated this debate. The meeting resulted in the "Airlie agreement", a set of principles guiding the development of the structural genomics field, adhered to voluntarily by participating organisations. The agreement clearly recognises the importance of commercial outcomes of structural genomics research, but reacts to the growing trend around expansive patenting practices. It encourages "efforts to strengthen the utility requirement for patentability," as the "community is concerned about the implications of the granting of patents based solely on the submission of three dimensional structural coordinates, without any identified non-trivial utility". 53 With such cautions, the agreement sought to delineate what constitutes a scientific contributio to the knowledge commons (3D structural coordinates) for the emerging rese community. That this needed to be discussed and elaborated is evidence of the fuzzy separation between basic knowledge and patentable inventions in the life sciences described above. n arch Besides, the Arlie agreement set detailed guidelines for the public dissemination of data, information, and methods by the structural genomics community. Those include the public release of structure data in the Protein Data Bank, a longstanding data repository; 54 progress updates on research projects; the exchange of information about proteins targeted, to avoid duplication of efforts across centres; and the exchange of technology, including research protocols and software. 55 Short papers and electronic publications were encouraged to accompany the release of protein structure data, maximising the dissemination of relevant information, in addition to fully fledged journal articles. The International Structural Genomics Organization (ISGO) was created to champion these principles. As they chart new directions, institutional entrepreneurs often need to develop new organisational models and templates to guide action. In this case, open science was operationalised into specific practices and protocols for the production and dissemination of knowledge.
The Airlie agreement also acknowledges the tensions between these open science principles and the pursuit of IP. Regarding the disclosure of structure data, it recommends the immediate release of all data, but recognises that at times there may be delays of up to six months after structures are deposited for all accompanying data to be made public. This time was considered adequate for researchers to "assess intellectual property prospects and to file a patent application if desired." 56 Individual sponsors have, of course, made their own choices in light of the IP regulations in their countries. 57 These provisions reflect and recognise the hybrid practices that prevail in the life sciences.
Moreover, the Airlie agreement has shaped the modus operandi of structural genomics centres over the past decade. As stipulated in the meetings leading to the agreement, information on the research goals of each centre -their list of protein targets -is made available on institutional websites and deposited on a public database, TargetDB.
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At a minimum, centres also make project information available on their websites including updates on their protein targets. Large initiatives such as SPINE2 59 and SGC 60 post detailed technical information on their projects as well. By sharing this information, the centres can help avoid duplication of efforts across research groups, as scientists can consult TargetDB for the lists of targets being worked on elsewhere. Moreover, making goals publicly available allow research centres to have their efforts assessed. Research centres update the status of research on protein targets, allowing for an evaluation of the structural genomics research effort. 61 The systematic approach to data disclosure proposed in the Airlie agreement quickly yielded dividends in terms of the availability of data. The most visible of these are the protein shapes deposited in the Protein Data Bank, a public data repository (see Table  2 ). Protein structure information is retrievable from the PDB in a variety of formats by anyone with access to the Internet. Structural genomics centres have also made a range of research tools and methods available, as part of deliberate efforts of initiatives such as PSI and SPINE. 62 For instance, PSI created a website called KnowledgeBase, 63 to facilitate access to raw data, research tools, methods, and data analyses produced by sponsored centres. The open science approach championed by ISGO and adopted through the initiatives described above has not been inimical to the involvement of the private sector. SGC, the sixth most prolific centre (Table 2) , focuses on human protein structures with medical relevance, which are potentially valuable for the pharmaceutical industry. Spearheaded by the Wellcome Trust, SGC is funded by GlaxoSmithKline, Merck, and Novartis, in addition to funding agencies in Canada, the UK, and Sweden. SGC was set up as a non-profit organisation, and all participating sponsors and universities agreed to join the consortium following principles that resonate with the Arlie agreement. Crucially, the shapes of proteins targeted by the consortium are made publicly available without any restrictions on use as soon as they are discovered.
strictly prohibited. The involvement of the pharmaceutical companies in the funding of the consortium is thus not predicated on privileged access to research discoveries, but on participating in the process of research agenda setting. 66 This is consistent with recent observations that an excessively patent-driven regime in the life sciences has at times been inimical to the interests of biotechnology and pharmaceutical companies.
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Conclusion
The case of structural genomics reflects these ongoing efforts to create open science spaces in the life sciences, an aim shared by a range of actors in the public and private sectors. Critics point out that the opportunity to benefit from openly available data in the life sciences is often limited primarily to companies in the biotechnology and pharmaceutical industries. Others argue that promoting decentralisation of research efforts and open access to research results provides a cost-effective way to overcome the innovation crisis in new drug discoveries. 70 Moreover, proponents of open source science argue that its norms of widely sharing basic data (e.g. software code or 3D protein structures) can lead to much stronger scientific communities than disseminating research results through traditional channels (e.g. publications). 71 Through the collective efforts of funding agencies, universities, and sponsors from the private sector, structural genomics centres have been created over the last decade employing similar organisational models. Operating in an arena where hybrid norms and practices have taken shape, such actors have actively confronted the challenges inherent in conciliating disparate orientations and often competing priorities of discovery and appropriation into a model of scientific production based on open science principles. The structural genomics centres follow a Big Science model whereby large teams of scientists have been funded in a coordinated fashion to achieve pre-determined goals. Open science has been pursued through a number of norms and practices advocated by public and private funding agencies, and codified in the Arlie agreement -a voluntary accord among participating organisations.
In some ways, the structural genomics community has built upon previous initiatives in the life science that provided relevant models for organising research activities. These include the genome sequencing projects that generated fundamental scientific knowledge for immediate release in the public domain through large-scale consortia, and the use of electronic databases for archiving data shared by other fields. 72 The importance of these earlier projects cannot be underestimated, as they shaped the pool of ideas in circulation in the scientific community on how to create and sustain largescale research programs with similar goals as those of structural genomics projects.
In other ways, the open science approach employed in the structural genomics community relates to the nature of the field. Sociological studies of scientific fields document the diversity in intellectual orientations, research processes and technologies, social structures, and forms of communication. 73 This variety impacts how scientific work is organised and transmitted. The open science approach in structural genomics consortia is the outcome of the complex social process of negotiation among different stakeholders resulting in establishing a research community with distinct operational principles and research goals. Structural genomics can be described by Whitley's 74 concept of a "technologically integrated bureaucracy." In such fields, the research technology integrates theory, methods, and relevant problems, leading to specialisation across research groups with a high division of labour. Scientists are expected to pursue narrowly defined problems, and knowledge is highly specific and empirical, focusing on a relatively large number of properties of particular phenomena rather than on highly general and abstract features of fundamental knowledge. Coordination and consensus in the research community on technical and strategic aspects is gained through a decentralised approach characterised by specific local objectives. These features are apparent in the focus on high throughput technologies, the shared research goals, and the features of structural genomics centres described above.
The structural genomics initiatives illustrate possible pathways for the deliberate adoption of open science norms and practices in other fields. They include: (a) codified formats and procedures for the release of research findings, (b) shared expectations among research sites about the public dissemination of project information in similar online platforms, (c) common use of electronic data repositories, and (d) the priority given to the sharing of research data and tools over the immediate pursuit of IP. Through these measures, the structural genomics community has not only reaffirmed the traditional public ethos of science, but it has advanced collective standards for managing the openness of various stages of the research process.
